
Guide to Preparation of manuscript for the National Meeting

　Manuscripts for the national meeting of JWS should be made 
with the manuscript papers designated by JWS.
　Manuscripts are photographed without any proof-reading and  
published as ‶Preprint of the National Meeting of JWS".
　1.　Manuscript papers
　The manuscript papers designed by JWS are available from JWS 
of�ce.
　The manuscript papers consist of two sheets, marked A and B, in 
A4 size.　Letters and drawings on the sheets disappear in the 
printing operation.
　2.　Length of manuscripts
　Title, authors names, af�liations, keywords, text,  �gures,  tables, 
photographs, references etc should be written on the two sheets, 
more precesely within the outer frame drawing on the sheets.
　3.　Instruction for preparation
　Manuscripts should be made clearly with a type writer or word 
processor with black ink.
　Figures and tables should be clear even after the reduction for 
printing.
　a) Title, names, af�liations
　Title should be filled in the designated place of the sheet A. 

Authors names and af�liations should be �lled in the lines between 
3 and 7 of the sheet A.
　Title is recommended to be informative and brief. Authors 
names are full first names followed by the initial of middle and 
family names.　Af�liation is the name of the organization author is 
working with.　Speaker is identified with a circle in the front of 
name.　
　Keywords (3～ 5 words) should be noted
　b)  Text
　Text begins at the line 12 of the sheet A.　Letters should be 
larger than 10 point.　Line space is single.　Text shall be arranged 
within the outer frame drawing on the sheets. Trade names should 
not be used.
　c) Tables and �gures
　Tables and figures should be typed directly or adhered to the 
sheets within the outer frame drawing on the sheets.　 Photograph 
is classi�ed as a �gure.　Tables and �gures have the consecutive 
numbers and captions.　Quantity is given in Sl units.
　4.　Proofreading
　Proofreading is not given by the editor


